DOMAINE PERROT MINOT 2010 RELEASED!

All prices quoted including 7% GST
All bottles in 750ml unless otherwise stated.
Price subject to change without prior notice.
Stock subject to availability.

Christophe Perrot-Minot, a former courtier (a broker who serves as middleman between growers and
negociants), now succeeds his parents as grower/winemaker at this family domaine established in
1963. With 20 acres under vines, Domaine Perrot-Minot makes 18 estate-grown wines
including nine premier cru and two grand cru bottlings. Thirteen of the domaine's bottlings carry the
descriptor "Vieilles Vignes" as they are made from vines that are at least 45 years old! As a firm
believer in noninterventionist winemaking, Christophe uses no chemical fertilizers, employs a green
harvest to bear only six to seven bunches per vine, and both harvests and sorts by hand. Each wine
receives 30%-60% new oak (depending on its cru status), ages for 14-18 months and is bottled
without fining or filtration.
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CHRISTOPHE PERROT-MINOT

Vol

Wine

Vintage

Price including
7% GST

750 ml

Chambertin Grand Cru

2010

498

375 ml

Chambertin Grand Cru

2010

283

This is restrained and brooding to the point where it is essentially mute as even aggressive swirling
coaxes almost nothing except the impression that the underlying fruit is ripe. This is one big-bodied,
concentrated and ultra-serious effort with a cool minerality characterizing the powerful and velvet
textured flavors that culminate in a sappy, austere and mineral-inflected finish that displays plenty of
the hallmark austerity of a very young Chambertin. Despite the almost extreme reserve, the
underlying material is present that should allow this to develop beautifully over the next 15 years or
so.
Allen Meadows: 93-96

750 ml

Chambertin Clos De Bèze Grand Cru

2010

488

Reduction knocks the nose down though again, it seems reasonably clear that the underlying fruit is
ripe. The is excellent size, weight and volume to the impressively concentrated large-scaled flavors
that also possess plenty of supporting dry extract, all of which is underpinned by notably firm but
ripe tannins as well as plenty of that appealing tension that adds lift to the linear and energetic
finish. This will also require ample patience.
Allen Meadows: 93-96

750 ml

Chapelle Chambertin Grand Cru

2010

343

375 ml

Chapelle Chambertin Grand Cru

2010

176

A cool, complex and refined nose juxtaposes notes of plum, dark berry fruit, earth and underbrush
before sliding gracefully into intensely mineral-inflected medium weight flavors that possess ripe
tannins and outstanding length. This is a wonderfully and almost painfully intense wine where the
natural minerality of En Gémeaux is very much front and center in terms of defining its character. In
short, this is a balanced and very impressive effort that should also require 12 to 15 years of cellar
time to realize all of its remarkable potential.
Allen Meadows: 93-95

750 ml

Clos Vougeot Grand Cru

2010

288

N/A
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750 ml

Chambolle Musigny Les Fuees 1er Cru

2010

199

Mild reduction hides the composition of the nose but it's clear that the underlying fruit is ripe. There
is an appealing richness to the round and attractively refined and pure medium weight flavors that
evidence plenty of the hallmark minerality of a fine Fuées, all wrapped in a serious, velvety and
palate coating finish.
Allen Meadows: 90-92

750 ml

Chambolle Musigny Les Echanges 1er Cru

2010

199

375 ml

Chambolle Musigny Les Echanges 1er Cru

2010

105

Pretty purple fruit and violet aromas give way to attractively detailed and tender middle weight
flavors that possess a silky mouth feel before terminating in a delicate and lacy finish. The
exceptionally fine tannins contribute to this sense of delicacy and this should be approachable
young.
Allen Meadows: 89-91

750 ml

Nuits Saint Georges ULTRA 1er Cru La
Richemone

2010

292

This is also sufficiently reduced to render the nose impossible to fairly assess. This is indisputably
richer and riper than the regular cuvée with its velvety, powerful and broad-shouldered flavors that
display an abundance of dry extract that buffers the notably firm tannins before terminating in a
velvety and mouth coating finish. This is a big but not inelegant effort that will need 12 to 15 years
to be at its best.
Allen Meadows: 92-94

750 ml

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru La Richemone

2010

199

375 ml

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru La Richemone

2010

105

Moderate reduction impairs an evaluation of the nose but there is plenty of verve to the silky and
attractively fine flavors where once again the impression of finesse is abetted considerably by the
ultra-fine tannins though there is a touch of Nuits muscle that shows up on the powerful and notably
firm finish. This is also very impressive.
Allen Meadows: 90-93

750 ml

Nuits Saint Georges 1er Cru Les Murgers

2010

188

N/A

750 ml

Vosne Romanee Les Beaux Monts 1er Cru

2010

199

375 ml

Vosne Romanee Les Beaux Monts 1er Cru

2010

105

A refined, pure and expressive nose exudes subtle spice notes on the otherwise ripe and airy plum
and floral suffused aromas. There is good extract to the rich, delicious and seductively textured,
even opulent flavors on the balanced and reasonably persistent finish.
Allen Meadows: 90-93
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750 ml

Vougeot Clos Du Village

2010

88

2010

105

N/A

750 ml

Vosne Romanee
N/A

375 ml

Gevrey Chambertin 1er Cru Les perrieres

2010
98
There is enough reduction present to dominate the nose but there is excellent freshness and verve
to the intensely mineral-driven, delicious and voluminous medium-bodied flavors that exude plenty
of tannin-buffering extract. This not only possesses outstanding depth but seriously impressive
persistence as well. Lovely and impeccably well-balanced juice that should amply repay up to 10
years of cellar time.
Allen Meadows: 91-93
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750 ml

Charmes Chambertin Grand Cru

2010

349

A brooding and intensely earthy nose features notes of dark berries, plum, smoked tea and a hint of
animale that is also reflected by the focused and beautifully intense medium-bodied flavors that
possess an unusually refined mouth feel. There is muscle here but essentially this is a Charmes of
refinement though the hugely long finish is explosive.
Allen Meadows: 92-94

750 ml
375 ml

Mazoyeres Chambertin Grand
Cru
Mazoyeres Chambertin Grand
Cru

2010

368

2010

198

This is also intensely earthy and while not as elegant it is just as complex with a well-layered mix of
both red and dark berry fruit where the animale character of a classic Gevrey is front and center.
There is outstanding intensity to the very rich and palate coating large-scaled flavors that possess
excellent depth of material and while the strikingly long finish is quite firmly structured there is
nothing aggressive or astringent about it. A powerful and altogether classic example of the
appellation.
Allen Meadows: 92-94

750 ml

Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru La
Combe D’Orveau Cuvee Ultra

2010

305

This possesses one of the most complex noses of the entire range with a broad array of aromas
that include notes of ripe plum, red currant, cassis and wet stone. There is superb richness to the
intense, concentrated and palate coating flavors that possess outstanding length. It's clear that the
underlying tannins enjoy excellent phenolic maturity and as it usually is, this is most impressive.
Allen Meadows: 91-94

750 ml

Chambolle Musigny 1er Cru La
Combe D’Orveau

2010

283

A restrained, even shy nose of very fresh, airy and cool red pinot fruit, plum and stone aromas leads
to attractively rich, round and wonderfully pure essence of pinot flavors that are delicious while
exhibiting plenty of underlying tension. The supporting tannins are ultra-fine and the overall
impression of this stylish effort is one of class and grace.
Allen Meadows: 90-93
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750 ml

Morey Saint Denis 1er Cru La Riotte

2010

146

375 ml

Morey Saint Denis 1er Cru La Riotte

2010

78

Mild reduction impairs an assessment of the nose but there is excellent volume to the palate
caressing medium weight flavors that terminate in a naturally sweet, balanced and tension-filled
finish. There is really lovely balance here as there is good poise to the harmonious palate
impression. Worth a look.
Allen Meadows: 90-92

750 ml

Gevrey Chambertin

2010

98

n elegant, fresh and admirably pure nose of cool dark berry fruit aromas tinged with subtle earth
and humus notes leads to refined and silky middle weight flavors that terminate in a supple,
understand and delicious finish of reasonably good depth and length.
Allen Meadows: 86-89

750 ml

Morey Saint Denis En La Rue De Vergy

750 ml

Chambolle Musigny

2010

98

375 ml

Chambolle Musigny

2010

55

2010
98
This is more elegant and even cooler with exceptionally fresh and bright mineral-inflected red berry
fruit aromas that display soft undertones of cassis. The delineation is impressive and the freshness
of the nose is reinforced by the almost palpable sense of energy on the pure flavors that are shaped
by extremely fine tannins and good length. The depth is only average but this is a very pretty and
harmonious effort.
Allen Meadows: 87-89

N/A
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